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ABSTRACT 
The program (Maharashtra Emergency Earthquake 

Rehabilitation Project) had its essential target the movement 
of the 52 most influenced towns (more than 27,000 houses) 
and the fixit and fortifying of another roughly 200,000 houses 
dissipated more than 40,000 square kilometers. This mind 
boggling revamping program has been depicted in detail in a 
few different reports and is the subject of extra papers at 
meeting. This paper endeavors to sum up the different 
revamping segments, with an accentuation on lodging, and a 
portion of the numerous highlights of the task.  
At 08:53 hours on 26 January 2001, a seismic tremor estimating 6.9 on the Richter scale crushed a huge, 
dry spell influenced zone of northwestern India, the territory of Gujarat. The realized number slaughtered 
by the quake is 20,005, with 166,000 harmed, of whom 20,717 were "truly" harmed. Around 370,000 
houses were crushed, and another 922,000 were harmed. 
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INTRODUCTION. 
 A solid seismic tremor of greatness 6.4 on the Richter scale shook the Marathwada district of the 
province of Maharashtra, India, on September 30, 1993. This seismic tremor caused significant damage 
in human life- - more than 8,000 individuals executed, another 16,000 harmed, and more than one 
million neighborhood inhabitants rendered destitute. (For insights regarding the quake see GSI 1996; 
Gupta 1993; Jain et al. 1994.) Approximately 67 towns were totally devastated, and another 700 towns 
in the Latur locale and 600 towns in the Osmanabad region endured broad harm. Eleven different locale 
in Maharashtra additionally endured substantial harm to private and open property. The all out 
property misfortune was around US $333 million. The overwhelming impacts of the seismic tremor 
were to a great extent because of a powerless lodging stock, the shallow focal point of the quake, which 
caused across the board harm, the hour of the occasion (early morning when numerous individuals 
were sleeping in defenseless structures), and the thickness of the populace in the region. In light of 
chronicled records, Marathwada was viewed as a territory of low seismicity; accordingly no exceptional 
seismic plan arrangements were required for private structures. In addition, the influenced territory 
comprised for the most part of provincial settlements, where building development is completely in the 
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possession of nearby craftsmans with restricted specialized abilities. No type of improvement control 
existed in provincial regions of the state before the seismic tremor. Most of earthquake damaged homes 
were nonengineered, stone brick work structures.  

The enumeration indicated a transcendence of ladies, youngsters, and youthful grown-ups, with 
the normal age being 28 years. Most of the patients had other relatives who were likewise harmed 
(84%), however most had not experienced passings among relatives (86%). The majority of the 
patients (91%) had voyage in excess of 200 kilometers utilizing their family vehicles, pick-ups, trucks, 
or transports to arrive at the cradle zone clinics. The day by day emergency clinic affirmation rate came 
back to pre-occasion levels five days after the occasion, and the entirety of the medical clinic 
administrations were reestablished by nine days after the tremor. A large portion of the patients (83%) 
got conclusive treatment in the cushion zone emergency clinics; 7% were alluded to tertiary-care 
focuses; and 9% took release against clinical counsel. The ensnared town people with their customary 
engineering had lesser wounds and a higher salvage rate than did the semi-urban townspeople, who 
were caught in fallen solid brick work structures and restricted back streets. Be that as it may, at the 
hour of emergency, mindful townspeople had the option to tap the accessible wellbeing assets better 
than poor people. There was a low occurrence of pulverized wounds. Volunteer specialists from 
different foundations collaborated to meet the clinical emergency. Global alleviation offices working 
through neighborhood bunches were increasingly compelling. Neighborhood help bunches expected to 
arrange better. Catastrophe the travel industry by different good natured offices negatively affected the 
suppliers. Numerous medical procedures may have added to resulting dismalness. 

 
The objectives of the National Policy on Disaster Management are:  
• Promoting a culture of counteraction, readiness and flexibility at all levels through information, 

advancement and instruction.  
• Encouraging relief estimates dependent on innovation, conventional knowledge and ecological 

maintainability.  
• Mainstreaming fiasco the board into the formative arranging process.  
• Establishing institutional and techno-legitimate systems to make an empowering administrative 

condition and a consistence system.  
• Ensuring productive system for distinguishing proof, evaluation and checking of catastrophe 

dangers.  
• Developing contemporary anticipating and early admonition frameworks upheld by responsive and 

safeguard correspondence with data innovation support.  
• Ensuring productive reaction and alleviation with a mindful methodology towards the 

requirements of the defenseless segments of the general public.  
• Undertaking remaking as a chance to manufacture debacle resilientstructures and natural 

surroundings for guaranteeing more secure living. 
 
PRESENT STRUCTURE FOR DISASTER MANAGEMENT IN INDIA  

The institutional structure for debacle executives in India is in a condition of progress. The new 
arrangement, following the usage of the Bill, is advancing; while the past structure likewise proceeds. 
Hence, the two structures coincide in the current stage. The National Disaster Management Authority 
has been set up at the middle, and the state and locale specialists are step by step being formalized. 
Furthermore, the National Crisis Management Committee, some portion of the previous arrangement, 
additionally works at the Center. The nodal services, as recognized for various catastrophe types work 
under the general direction of the Ministry of Home Affairs (nodal service for fiasco the executives). The 
partners in question nonetheless, remain to a great extent the equivalent. This causes the partners to 
collaborate at various levels with the calamity board structure. Inside this transitional and developing 
arrangement two unmistakable highlights of the institutional structure for catastrophe the board can be 
recognized. Initially, the structure is progressive and capacities at four levels – Center, State, District 
and Local. In both the arrangements – one that existed before the execution of the bill, and other that is 
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being formalized post-usage of the bill, there have existed standardized structures at the Center, State, 
District and neighborhood levels. Each first level aides the exercises and dynamic at the following level 
in chain of importance. Besides, it is a multi-partner arrangement, i.e., the structure draws association 
of different important services, government offices and managerial bodies. 
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